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CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL
AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1) undersigned counsel certifies as follows:

(A) Parties and Amici:

( 1) Plaintiff-Appellant - Menachem Binyamin Zivotofsky, by his

parents and guardians Ari Z. andNaomi Siegman Zivotofsky.

(2) Defendant-Appellee - United States Secretary of State.

(3) Known Amici Curiae Supporting Appellant --American

Association of Jewish Lawyers and Jurists, Anti-Defamation League, Zionist

Organization of America, Members of the United States Senate and the United

States House of Representatives, and Association of Proud American Citizens

Born in Jerusalem, Israel.

(B) Rulings Under Review: The District Court's dismissal on September

79, 2007 , of all claims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, reported as Zivotofslry

v. Secretary of State,511 F. Supp. 2d97 (D.D.C. 2007).

(C) Related Cases: This case was before this Court in Zivotofsþ v.

Secretary of State, 444F.3d 614 (D.C. Cir. 2006), and Zivotofsley v. Secretary of

State,571 F.3d 1227 (D.C. Cir.2009), rehearing denied,610 F.3d 84 (D.C. Cir.

2010). The Supreme Court remanded the case to this Court on March 26,2012.

Zívotofslry v. Clinton, 132 S. Ct. l42I (2012). We are unaware of any related case

pending in this or any other court.
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 07-5347

MENACHEM BINYAMIN ZIVOTOF'SKY,
by his parents and guardians, ARI Z. and

NAOMI SIEGMAN ZIVOTOFSKY,
PlaíniiffAppeilqni,

V.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Defendant-Appellee.

On Appeal from the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia

BRIEF FOR THE APPELLANT

JURISDICTION

The District Court had jurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. $$ 1331,

ßa6@)(2), *d 1361. On September 19,2007, the District Court dismissed the

complaint for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. A notice of appeal was filed on

October 18, 2007 . This Court affirmed the dismissal of the complaint on July 10,

2009. The Supreme Court reversed this Court's ruling on March 26, 2012, and
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remanded the case. This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal under 28 U.S.C. $

129r.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Whether Congress' constitutional authority to regulate the issuance and

contents of United States passports includes the power to determine how an

American citizen's place of birth shall be designated on a passport and consular

report of birth abroad.

2. Whether Congress unconstitutionally infringed the President's power to

rccognize foreign sovereigns when it enacted a law directing the Secretary of State

to comply with the request of a United States citizen born in Jerusalem to record

his or her place of birth as "Israel" on the citizen's passport, consular report of

birth abroad, or certificate of nationality.

3. Whether the President has exclusive constitutional authority over foreign

affairs so that he may override a Congressional enactment that concerns foreign

policy.

4. Whether Congress has constitutional authority to remedy invidious

discrimination in the Department of State's regulations regarding the place-oÊbirth

designation in a passport.
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5. Whether the President may bypass the constitutional veto process and

refuse in a "signing statement" to enforce a provision of a duly enacted law on the

ground that the provision interferes with his authority to conduct foreign policy.

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS INVOLVED

Section 214(d) of Public Law No. 107-228 provides as follows:

SEC.214. UNITED STATES POLICY WITH RESPECT
TO JERUSALEM AS THE CAPITAL OF ISRAEL

***

(d) RECORD OF PLACE OF BrRTH AS TSRAEL FOR
PASSPORT PURPOSES. For purposes of the
registration of binh, certification of nationality, or
issuance of a passport of a United States citizen born in
the city of Jerusalem, the Secretary shall, upon the
request of the citizen or the citizen's legal guardian,
record the place of birth as Israel.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Appellant and His Documentation

Appellant was born at Shaare ZedekHospital in Western Jerusalem on

October 17,2002. His parents, Ari Z. Zivotofsþ and Naomi Siegman Zivotofsky,

were bom in the United States in September 1963 and June 1965, respectively.

Pursuant to 8 U.S.C. $ 1a01(c), appellant was a United States citizen at birth,

having been born to parents who were both United States citizens at the time of his

birth. JA25.
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Appellant's mother visited the United States Embassy in Tel Aviv on

December 24,2002. She applied for a passport and Consular Report of Birth

Abroad ("CRBA") for her newborn son and requested that the place of birth on

both documents be designated as "Israel."l Her requests were denied. Appellant's

passport and CRBA list only "Jerusalem" as his place of birth. JA 11-12. They do

not include any country of birth.

2. State Department Policy

Rules regarding "Passport Preparation" appear in the State Department's

Foreign Affairs Manual ("FAM") at 7 FAM 1380-1383. The current version of

these Rules appears in the attached Addendum at pp. I- 44, infrø. The relevant

sections of the Rules that were in effect in2002 appear in the Joint Appendix

("J4") at pp. 110-116.

Section 1383.5-6 of the FAM relates specifically to Jerusalem. It reads as

follows in both the 2002 and current versions (JA 115):

7 FAM 1383.5-6 Jerusalem
For applicants born before May 74, 1948 in a place that was within
the municipal borders of Jerusalem, enter JERUSALEM as their place
of birth. For persons born before May 14, 1948 in a location that was
outside Jerusalem's municipal limits and later was annexed by the
city, enter either PALESTINE or the name of the location (arealcity)
as it was known prior to annexation. For persons bom after };4:ay 14,

1 Her initial request was that the passport and CRBA read "Jerusalem, Israel." During the
litigation, the request was modified to be consistent with the statute to read only "Israel." This
Court accepted this modification in its first opinion. ZivotofslE v. Secretary of State, 444 F.3d
614,616, n.1 (D.C. Cir.2006).
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1948 in a location that was outside Jerusalem's municipal limits and
later was annexed by the city, it is acceptable to enter the name of the
location (arealcity) as it was known prior to annexation (see

subsections 7 FAM 1383.5-4 andT FAM 1383.5-5).

A "birthplace transcription guide" appears as "Part II" of 7 FAM 1383 (JA

120-135). With regard to "JERUSALEM" the "guide" directs (JA 127):

[Do not write Israel or Jordan. See sections 7 FAM 1383.5-5, 7
FAM 1383.s-6.1

Following "ISRAEL," the "guide" states (JA 127):

[Does not include Jerusalem or areas under military occupation.
See section 7 FAM 1383.5-5.1

It is undisputed that the State Department has followed the policy, applied in

appellant's case, of rejecting applicants' requests to designate "Israel" as the

birthplace of United States citizens bom in Jerusalem, even within Jerusalem's

pre-1967 "municipal limits."

The FAM notes that applicants "who were born in the area formerly known

as Palestine and who give their birthplace as Palestine in their application have

occasionally vehemently protested the policy of showing Israel, Jerusalem, or

Jordan on the passport as their place of birth." 7 FAM 1383.5-4, JA 114. After

telling consular officers to "explain" to the applicant "the general policy of

showing the birthplace as the country having present sovereignty," the FAM

authorizes consular officers to "make exceptions to show Palestine as the
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birthplace in individual cases upon consideration of all the circumstances" for

applicants born before 1948. Applicants with similar objections who were born

after 1948 need not show "fsrael" as their birthplace because Section 1383.5-4

declares that "the city or town of birth may be listed if the applicant objects to

showing the country having present sovereignty." JA ll4.

3. The Statute

Section 2I4 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act for Fiscal Year

2003, Pub. L. No. 107-228,116 Stat. 1350 (2002), relates, in the first three of its

four subsections, to the location of the United States Embassy in Israel. Subsection

(a) "urges" the President "to immediately begin the process of relocating the

United States Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem."

Subsection (d) is the only provision of Section 214 that is at issue in this

case. It concerns whether a United States citizen's official documentation may

indicate, on his request, that he is bom in "Israel" if he is born anywhere in

Jerusalem (including Western Jerusalem). The law directs the Secretary of State

"upon the request of the citizen or the citizen's legal guardian, [to] record the place

of birth as Israel."

When he signed the Act on September 30, 2002, President George W. Bush

made the following statement regarding Section2l4 in its entirety (without

distinguishing between subsection (d) and the first three subsections) (JA I5-I7).

6
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Section 214, conceming Jerusalem, impermissibly interferes
with the President's constitutional authority to conduct the Nation's
foreign affairs and to supervise the unitary executive branch.
Moreover, the purported direction in section 214 would, if construed
as mandatory rather than advisory, impermissibly interfere with the
President's constitutional authority to formulate the position of the
United States, speak for the Nation in international affairs, and
determine the terms on which recognition is given to foreign states.
U.S. policy regarding Jerusalem has not changed.

4. The District Court Dismisses the Complaint

Appellant's parents filed a complaint on his behalf seeking an injunction,

mandamus, and declaratory relief on September 16,2003. JA 8-10. The

government moved to dismiss the complaint, and appellant cross-moved for

summary judgment. JA I 3-14,24.

On September 7,2004, the District Court issued a Memorandum Opinion

granting the government's motion to dismiss on the grounds that (1)

appellant lacked constitutional standing because he suffered no "injury in fact" and

(2) his complaint presented nonjusticiable political questions because it challenged

the Executive Branch's exclusive authority to recognize foreign sovereigns. JA 28-

38.

5. This Court Reverses the First Dismissal

This Court reversed the dismissal of the complaint. Zívotofslcy v. Secretary of

State,444F.3d 614 (D.C. Cir. 2006). The Courr held that appellant did have
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standing to maintain the action and remanded the case for discovery and the

development of "a more complete record." 444F.3d at 620.

6. Facts Established in Discovery

(a) The purpose of the "place-of-birth" designation - The government

admitted, in response to petitioner's Requests for Admissions, that "United States

citizens traveling in foreign countries are routinely identified in messages sent to

and from the Department of State bV (1) name, (2) date of birth, and (3) place of

birth" (JA 46), and that "identification is the principal reason" that U.S. passports

require "place of birth" (JA 46).

The government responded to petitioner's Interrogatories Nos. 15 and 16 as

follows (JA 69-70):

United States citizens encountering emergencies in foreign countries
are identified in cables sent to U.S. posts abroad by the Directorate for
Overseas Citizens Services by their name, date, and place of birth.

***
The "place of birth" information contained in a passport of a U.S.
citizen is included for identification purposes, among other reasons, in
messages sent to and from U.S. embassies, consulates, and other

Posts' 
{< * *

The "place of birth" specification assists in identiffing the individual,
distinguishing that individual from other persons with similar names
andlor dates of birth, and identiffing fraudulent claimants attempting
to use another person's identity. The information also facilitates
retrieval of passport records to assist the Department in determining
citizenship or noti&ing next of kin or other person designed by the
individual to be notified in case of an emergency on the U.S. passport
application. The date and place of birth fields are also used in the
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Department of State American Citizens Services (ACS Plus)
electronic case filing system.

Catherine Mary B,arry, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Overseas

Citizens Services, testified as the State Department's designated representative in a

Rule 30(bX6) deposition. She participated in the drafting of the government's

response to Request for Admissions and concurred with them. JA72. She then

testified as follows (JA 80):

Q. What other reasons are there for having a place of birth on a passport
besides the identification of the passport bearer?

A. For the U.S. govenìment the place of birth is an element that helps us
identify someone and that is the principal reason we use place of birth.

a. Is there any other reason why place of birth is stated or requested
from the applicant to be information so it would appear on a passport?
Is there any other reason?

A. That is why it is included in the passport.

Q. As a means of identification?

A. As a means of identification.

a. Again, not to belabor the point, there is no other reason that you can
think of as to why it's included?

A. As to why it is included it is an element of identification.

(b) The number of U.S. passports affected - In response to Interrogatory

No. 3, the govemment stated thatit had issued99,177 passports in a ten-year

period that listed "Israel" as the holder's place of birth and 52,569 passports that

listed "Jerusalem" as the holder's place of birth. JA 55.

9
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(c) The history of the "nlace-of-birth" designation - An internal Passport

Office Memorandum dated May 20,1963, stated (JA206; emphasis added):

The passport used during World War I was the first in which the place
of birth of the passport holder was included mandatorily as a part of
the identification of the bearer. A search of the precedent files in the
Passport Office Ltbrary did not bring to light any information as to
why this was done, but it probably was a wartime travel control
measure. The item was included in all subsequent revisions of the
passport format, down to and including the present issuances.

A comprehensive publication titled "The United States Passport: Past,

Present, Future" was issued by the Department of State on July 4,1976. JA22I-

349. It reported that a new passport designed in l9l7 contained "[t]he bearer's

description" directly opposite his or her photograph. "The bearer's place and date

of birth, and his occupation were included on the passport page as required by

foreign governments." JA259. A sample of a I92l passport is reproduced in the

publication, and it shows "Place of birth" as one of several items under "Personal

Description." The other specifications are "Ag"," "Height," "Forehead," "Eyes,"

"Noser" ttMouthr" ttChinr" "Hairr" ttComplexionr" "Facer" and "Distinguishing

marks." JA261.In a 1926 passport, "Place of birth" appears under "Description of

bearer" along with "Height," "Hair," "Eyes," "Distinguishing marks or features,"

and "Occupation." JA262. The Passport Office's I976 publication reports (JA

260-262):
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The names of the city and state for persons born in the United States,
and the city and country for persons born abroad, were included in
passports issued on and after April 26,1928.

(d) The international insignificance of the "place-of-birth" designation -
In a 1976-1977 survey, 89 foreign countries responded to the United States'

inquiry regarding possible deletion of birthplace from United States passports.

Many said they would accept United States passports without any indication of a

passport-holder's birthplace. The 27 countries that opposed deletion of the

birthplace reference gave the following reasons: "(1) the requirements of their

domestic laws, (2) the essential items for an individual's identification, and (3)

security considerations." JA 182. None apparently expressed any foreign-policy

concern.

(e) Accommodation to individual requests - In June 1970, the Passport

Office of the State Department instructed consular officers to list "Jordan" as the

birthplace of Americart citizens born "in the Israeli-occupied W.est Bank" and to

permit use of a city or district such as "Hebron" or "Jericho District" only in cases

"when the applicant raises strenuous objections to the use of 'Jordan."' JA 350.

In March 1979 the Department announced that it had "changed its policy

regarding the place of birth entry in U.S. passports" because "some persons have

objected to showing the foreign country of birth." On this account, the Department

directed that "U.S. citizens born abroad who object to showing the foreign country

11
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as place of birth may have only the city or town of birth written in their passports."

JA 351.

Instructions issued by the Office of Passport Services in May 1987 noted

that "[f]or persons born outside the United States, the country of birth as it is

known at the time of passport issuance is generally written. However, certain

exceptions to this policy, as indicated in this Instruction, may be made when there

øre objections to the country listing as established by the Department of State." JA

353; emphasis added. Authorizations to vary from the prescribed designation "if

the applicant objects" are specified for "Palestine" (JA 355) and for the "former

Canal Zone" (JA 356). Substitution of the city of birth was also permitted by the

1987 Instructions "when there are objections to the country listing as set forth in

the Birthplace Guide." JA 356.

With respect to "Palestine," the 1987 Instructions stated that passport

applicants "have occasionally objected to showing Israel or Jerusalem as their

birthplace in the passport." Consular officers were instructed to "explain" the

"general policy of showing the binhplace as the country having present

sovereignty." If the applicant persisted in his or her objection, an applicant born

before 1948 could be shown as born in "Palestine" and someone bom in 1948 or

thereafter may be listed by the city or town of birth "if the applicant objects to

showing the country having present sovereignty." JA 355.

T2
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Israel is the only country "having present sovereignty" to which this

accommodation to the wishes of a person born in "Palestine" could apply. Hence

the 1987 Instruction explicitly authorized persons bom in Israel who did not want

that country's name to be shown in their U.S. passports to avoid the "country

having present sovereignty" even if, on the date of their birth, there was no

question whatever that they were born within the State of Israel as internationally

recognized.

Instructions issued in February 1993 authorized similar departures from the

standard country listings of birthplaces whenever the applicant objected to the

country listing. JA 153-154. Paras. 3D(7) ("Israel, Jerusalem, and Israeli-Occupied

Areas"); 3D(8) ("Former Canal Zone");3D(9) ("City of Birth Listing"). The

following new language was added to the Instruction (JA 153):

Write ISRAEL as the place of birth in the passport if and only if the
applicant was born in Israel itself (this does not include the Gaza
Strip, the Golan Heights, Jerusalem, the 'West Bank or the No Man's
Lands between the V/est Bank and Israel).

(Ð Alleged adverse foreign-policy consequences - The United States

received protests to the designation of a birthplace on a United States passport only

when foreign governments objected to the titles by which they were identified. The

Communist government in East Germany wanted to be described in United States

passports by its preferred title ("German Democratic Republic") rather than
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"Germany," and the United States refused, for foreign-policy reasons, to accord it

that requested designation. JA 85.

In Answers to Interrogatories and during the deposition of the State

Department's designated witness, the government acknowledged that a number of

passports recording "Israel" as a place of birth were issued, assertedly in error, to

American citizens born in Jerusalem, and that CRBAs have been issued with

"Jerusalem, Israel" as the place of birth, as have death certificates. JA 64-66,89-

90. There is no evidence whatever that these alleged "errors" caused any harm to

the foreign-policy interests of the United States.

Thirteen "electronic documents" were discovered in State Department

records that contained the words "Jerusalem, Israel." The govemment's Response

to Interrogatories asserted that "[s]ome of these entries have already been corrected

and the Department is pursuing the correction of the remainder to the extent

feasible to assure conformity with official U.S. government policy." JA 64.

(g) The Taiwan precedent - On October 25,1994, President Clinton signed

Pub. L. No. 103-415 (108 Stat. 4299) ("The State Department Authorization

Technical Corrections Act of 1994"), which amended Pub. L. No. 103-236 and

directed the Secretary of State to "permit" [J.S. citizens born in Taiwan to list

"Taiwan" as the place of binh on their U.S. passports or Consular Reports of Birth
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Abroad. Before and after enactment of that law it was official United States foreign

policy not to recognize Taiwan as a foreign state.

State Department Cable 299832, sent on November 5,1994, to all foreign

posts stated that the change made by Congress' new law was to be "effective

immediately." It added: "The U.S. recognizes the Government of the People's

Republic of China as the sole legal govemment of China, and it acknowledges the

Chinese position that there is only one China and Taiwan is part of China." JA

140. Other contemporaneous documents expressed the Department of State's

immediate acquiescence in the Congressional legislation. JA 142-143, 145-149.

Prior to enactment of the 1994legislation, the instruction issued on February 25,

1993, by the Passport Office with regard to "Birthplaces to be Written in

Passports" specified that American citizens bom in Taiwan were to be identified as

born in "CHINA ." J A 169.

Before enactment of the law, the State Department had taken the position

that recording "Taiwan" on a United States passport was inconsistent with "the

United States' one-China policy" and "would have a negative effect on our

relations with the PRC and Taiwan." JA I72-I73. The government of the People's

Republic of China had refused to issue visas on American passports showing

"Taiwan" as the place of birth. JA 175-176. Nonetheless, the consulate in Taipei

reported in November 1995 that, after the law was passedin 1994, approximately
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one-third of U.S. passport applicants chose to speciff Taiwan as their place of birth

and "some AmCits have indicated they are pleased to be able to list Taiwan." JA

t79.

7. The District Court Again Dismisses the Complaint

On October 3,2006, following discovery, appellant filed a motion for

summary judgment. JA 4I-44. The goverrìment renewed its motion to dismiss and

moved alternatively for summary judgment. JA374-375. The District Court did

not hold a hearing on the motions but issued an order on September 19,2007 ,

granting the government's motion to dismiss on the ground that the court lacked

subject-matter jurisdiction because the complaint "raises a quintessential political

question which is not justiciable by the courts." JA 401.

In its 2006 decision remanding the case to the District Court this Court had

said that whether a "political question" is present in this case "depends on the

meaning of $ 21a(d) - is it mandatory or, as the government argues, merely

advisory?" 444 F.3d at 619. The District Court ruled that"it is difficult to construe

Section 2I4(d) as anything but mandatory." Zivotofsley v. Secretøry of State,s11 F.

Snpp. 2d97,105 (D.D.C.2007). That issue is no longer in this case because the

govemment acknowledged in the Supreme Court that the statute is mandatory.

Brief for the Respondent, Supreme Court No. 10-699,pp. 48-49 n. 17.
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8. This Court Affirms the Second Dismissal

A majority of this Court's panel affirmed the District Court's dismissal on

the ground that the complaint "raises a nonjusticiable political question" so that the

District Court and this Court were "[l]acking authority to consider the case." 571

F.3d 1227 (D.C. Cir.2009). Senior Circuit Judge Edwards concurred in the result

with a l3-page opinion in which he asserted that "the political question doctrine

has no application in this case." 571 F.3d at 1234.

This Court denied a timely petition for rehearing en banc by a 6-to-3 vote,

with Circuit Judges Ginsburg, Rogers, and Kavanaugh voting for rehearing. Judge

Edwards filed a statement in which he said that the case "raises an extraordinarily

important question that should have been reheard en banc by this court." 610 F.3d

84 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

9. The Supreme Court Reverses and Remands

Appellant filed a petition for a writ of certiorari raising only the "political

question" issue. The Supreme Court granted certiorari with an order that directed

the parties also to brief whether Section 2I4(d) "impermissibly infringes the

President's power to recognize foreign sovereigns." Zivotofslcy v. Clinton, 131 S.

Ct.2897 (2011). Following briefing and oral argument, the Court held that the

constitutionality of Section 214(d) is not a "political question" and is an issue that

"the Judiciary is competent to resolve." The Court then noted that decision of the
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constitutional issue is not "simple." The Supreme Court opinion summarized the

arguments made by both sides and remanded the case for "the lower courts to

consider the merits in the first instance." ZivotofslE v. Clinton, 132 S. Ct. I42l

(2012).

INTRODUCTION

The text of Section 214(d), standing by itself, is plainly limited to passports

and CRBAs - subjects fhatare universally acknowledged as legitimately within

Congress' legislative power. Congress has, since more than a century and a half

ago, enacted legislation regulating the issuance of United States passports. The

constitutional objection articulated by President Bush when he signed the law was

that the full Section2I4 (which appears to address foreign policy because it is

titled "United States Policy With Respect to Jerusalem as the Capital of Israel")

"interferes with the President's constitutional authority to conduct the Nation's

foreign affairs and to supervise the unitary executive branch."

The constitutionality of Section 214(d) depends , however, not only on the

constitutional authority the statute may appear to invoke but also to alternative

grounds supporting the law's constitutionality. That lesson was recently taught by

the Supreme Court in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius,

132 S. Ct.2566 (2012). Although Congress had designated the key provision of the

Affordable Care Act as enforceable by a"penalty" and not by a"tax," a majority
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of the Supreme Court in the Sebelius case upheld Congress' power to enact the law

under Congress' Section 8, Clause 1 authority to "lay and collect Taxes."

By the same token, this Court need not reach the "recognition power" and

control-over-foreign-affairs issues that were discussed in the briefs and argument

before the Supreme Court because Section 214(d) is a permissible constitutional

exercise of Congress' power to regulate passports. Congress did not have to invoke

that authority explicitly or include Section 214(d) in a comprehensive law

regulating the issuance of United States passports to establish its constitutionality.

The government acknowledged in discovery that the designation of "place of

birth" in a passport has no intrinsic foreign-policy significance. A citizen's place of

birth is recorded in his or her passport only to facilitate identif,rcation. It is, like the

passport-holder's name, date of birth, and photograph, a means of identifuing the

individual. Although the passport is issued under the direction of the Secretary of

State, there are portions of the document - such as the individual identifuing

entries -fhat are primarily administrative details of passport administration. How a

place of birth should be recorded in a passport is such an administrative detail.

Even if it has foreign-policy significance, Congress may legislate on this subject.

Notwithstanding Congress' authority to regulate passports, the government

maintains that the impact of Section 214(d) on the "recognition powef' and on the

President's authority to conduct foreign policy preclude its implementation. W'e
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contend that history and precedent support Congress' authority in enacting this law

notwithstanding the President's claim that it interferes with foreign policy.

The government has exaggerated the impact of Section 2I4(d) and asserted

heretofore that the judiciary was being asked in this case to determine the "status

of Jerusalem" - "one of the most sensitive and long-standing disputes in the Arab-

Israeli conflict." Brief for the Respondent in Opposition, Supreme Court No. 10-

699, p. 2. The Supreme Court's opinion rejected this overblown allegation and held

that "[t]he federal courts are not being asked to supplant a foreign policy decision

of the political branches with the courts' own unmoored determination of what

United States policy toward Jerusalem should be." 132 S. Ct. at 1427.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

1. Subsection (d) of Section 214 is a straightforward exercise of Congress'

authority over the form and content of United States passports. The Supreme Court

has repeatedly recognized Congress' authority in this field, even when Congress'

determination has an incidental effect on the foreign relations of the United States.

2. Recent historical research has established that the President's "power to

recognize foreign sovereigns" was not intended, by the original understanding of

the Founding Fathers, to be a "power" at all. It was a ceremonial duty, assigned to

the President as apractical measure. Moreover, from the earliest days of the
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Republic through the administrations of Presidents Monroe, Jackson, Taylor, and

Lincoln, both the Congress and the Executive Branch declared that the President

did not have exclusive "recognition powet," and that the constitutional authority to

rccognize foreign governments was vested in both the Executive and Legislative

Branches. Nor does a "power to recognize foreign sovereigns" extend to

determining whether aparticular city or territory is within the foreign sovereign's

boundaries.

3. Although much-criticized dicta in the Curtiss-Wright opinion (United

States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.,299 U.S. 304 (1936)) appears to assign to

the President exclusive control over America's foreign policy, the Supreme Court's

decisions have adopted Justice Jackson's concurring opinion in the Steel Seizure

case (Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer,343 U.S. 579 (1952)) as the

governing guideline. Under that standard, the President's power to make foreign-

policy determinations is at "its lowest ebb" when those determinations are neither

authorized by Congress nor reached following Congress' silence but actually

conflict with Congress' enacted laws. Presidential actions may nulliff Congress'

expressed will in the foreign-policy arena only if they are "scrutinized with

caution." The State Department's rule that denies United States citizens born in

Jerusalem the right to have "Israel" recorded on their passports cannot survive such

scrutiny.

2l
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4. Section 214(d) repeals a State Department policy that is invidiously

discriminatory. The State Department's current rules regarding place of birth of

American citizens born in Israel accommodates citizens who, for personal

ideological reasons, are "vehemently" opposed to carrying passports that show

"Israel" as a place of birth. It fails similarly to accommodate American citizens -
largely Jewish - who feel, with equal vehemence and legitimacy,thatthey want

their passports to show "Israel."

The State Department claims that Israel's enemies will criticize American

policy if they misperceive the significance of changing the prior practice of

prohibiting "Israel" to be recorded on passports of American citizens born in

Jerusalem. This State Department prohibition was, from its inception, unjustified

and misguided. The government is now urging that it must be maintained

permanently because changing it would be misconstrued. This reasoning justifies

the maintenance of every poor and erroneous judgment that may be criticized by a

foreign interest if corrected.

The Taiwan experience in 1994 demonstrates that the stated fear of harm to

foreign policy is greatly exaggerated. In that case, the People's Republic of China

had taken great offense to passports recording "Taiwan" as a place of birth. The

recognition of a separate place of birth named "Taiwan" was, in and of itself, an

affront to China. Nonetheless, the State Department acquiesced in Congress'
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directive in 1994, and accompanied the authorized change of the passport's text

with a public formal declaration that the United States' foreign policy remained

unaltered. When it came to Taiwan, Congress recognized the strong personal desire

of Americans bom in Taiwan to identifz themselves on their U.S. passports as born

in "Taiwan," arrd Congress passed legislation (initially opposed by the State

Department) to make such identification possible. Similarly,in2002, Congress

recognized the strong personal desire of Americans born in Jerusalem to identi$r

themselves as being born in "Israel," and it again passed legislation enabling them

to do so. In 1994, despite the concerns of the State Department, American foreign

policy was not affected by Congressional validation of the personal desires of

American citizens born in Taiwan. So, too, American foreign policy today is not

likely to be affected by acceptance of Congress' validation of the personal desires

of American citizens born in Jerusalem.

5. The means chosen by the President to disapprove Section2l4(d) was

unconstitutional. If the President believed that the law violated the Constitution, it

was his obligation to follow the course described in Article I, SectionT, Clause 2,

and issue a veto that would be subject to further consideration by the Congress.

Not having vetoed the law and having chosen instead to sign it (albeit with a

"signing statement" expressing his constitutional objection), the President was, and
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the Executive Branch continues to be, obliged to execute the directive of Section

2t4(d).

ARGUMENT

I.

SECTTON 214(d) rS APPROPRTATE
PASSPORT LEGISLATION

This litigation concerns only subsection (d) of Section 2l4.It does not

concern the enforcement of subsections (u), (b), or (c) - all of which pertain to the

location of the United States Embassy in Israel. The constitutionality of subsection

(d) must be determined separately from the constitutionality of other provisions of

Section 214. Free Enterpríse Fund v. Public Company Accounting Oversight

Board,130 S. Ct. 3138, 3161 (2010); Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of Northern

New England,546 U.S. 320, 329 (2006); Alaska Airlines, Inc. v. Brock,480 U.S.

678,684 (1987). On its face, subsection (d) addresses only how aplace of birth is

to be recorded on a passport or CRBA. It comes well within Congress' power to

regulate the issuance of passports.

The Thirty-Fourth Congress enacted passport legislation in 1856 authorizing

the Secretary of State "to grant and issue passports, and cause passports to be

granted, issued, and verified in foreign countries by such diplomatic or consular

officers of the United States, and under such rules as the President shall designate

and prescribe for and on behalf of the United States." 11 Stat. 52,60-61(1856).
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Another Passport Act was passed in 1926 by the Sixty-Ninth Congress. 44 Stat.

887.

Congress has dealt frequently and repeatedly with the subject of passports,

and the Supreme Court has consistently looked to Congress' legislation in

resolving passport issues even when they affect significant foreign-policy

concerns. In Zemel v. Rusk,381 U.S. 1 (1965), the Court was not prepared to

permit the President to impose passport travel restrictions unless he was

"statutorily authorizedto refuse to validate passports of United States citizens for

travel to Cuba." 381 U.S. at 3 (emphasis added). The Court found such authority in

the 1926 Passport Act, citing the President's explicit invocation of the Act in 1938

(381 U.S. at 10) and Congress' subsequent implicit approval of Presidential travel

restrictions (381 U.S. at 12-23). Justice Black's dissent noted Congress' "ample

power to enact legislation regulating the issuance and use of passports for travel

abroad." 381 U.S. at20. Justice Goldberg's dissent explicitly rejected the

government's contention that the President possesses an "inherent Executive

power" to restrict the validity of a passport. 381 U.S. at28-30. Justice Black also

rejected this argument, noting that "regulation of passports, just like regulation of

steel companies, is a law-making - not an executive, law-enforcing - function."

381 U.S. at20. Congress has never explicitly authorized the President or the State

Department to reject a citizen' s own identification of his or her place of birth.
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Haíg v. Agee,453 U.S. 280 (1981), permitted the Secretary of State to

revoke the passport of a cifizen who was causing serious damage to American

foreign policy only because the Court majority determined that "the statute

øuthorizes the action of the Secretary pursuant to the policy announced by the

challenged regulation." 453 U.S. at 289 (emphasis added).The Executive Branch's

action was not upheld by the Court because of any authority inherently held by the

President. It was upheld because history that the Court recounted (453 U.S. at 292-

306) established that "Congress has approved it." 453 U.S. at306. See also

Woodward v. Rogers, 344 F. Supp. 97 4, 982-985 (D.D .C. 1972), aff'd, 486 F .2d

1317 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Lynd v. Rusk,389 F.2d 940 (D.C. Cir. 1967).

To be sure, the title of Section 214 - "United States Policy With Respect to

Jerusalem as the Capital of Israel" - sounds more in foreign policy than in passport

regulation. But the Supreme Court's recent ruling in National Federation of

Independent Busíness v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012), establishes that how

Congress designates a duly enacted law does not control its constitutionality. The

Court's majority opinion tn Sebelius acknowledged that Congress had enacted the

law using its authority to regulate interstate commerce, but, invoking the Court's

"plain duty" to adopt a reading of a law "which will save the Act," the Court read

Congress' law as an exercise of its taxing power. Sebelius, supra, Slip Opinion, p.

31, quotingBlodgettv. Holden,275U.S. 142,148 (1927) (Holmes, J., concurring).
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The constitutionality of Section 214(d) should be determined not by the

President's assertion of a foreign-policy concern, but by what Congress has

directed in the exercise of its power to regulate the issuance, content, and validity

of United States passports. The Supreme Court treated Congress' passport

legislation as conclusive of the issues presented in Zemel v. Rusk and Haig v. Agee,

and refused to permit the President to pursue passport policies that Congress had

not licensed or ratified even if he invoked foreign policy concerns. By the same

rationale, the President may not, by asserting a foreign-policy concem, nullifr

Congress' directive in passport legislation.

Nor is the validity of Congress' exercise of a constitutional power impugned

because it may "interfere" with the President's achievement of foreign-policy

objectives. Congress frequently and routinely legislates, pursuant to explicit

constitutional authority, in areas that affect foreign nations. One example is

immigration law. Congress has broad constitutional authority to legislate on the

subject of immigration. The Supreme Court recently observed that "[i]mmigration

policy can affecttrade, investment, tourism, and diplomatic relations þr the entire

Nation Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012), Slip Opinion, p. 3

(emphasis added). Nonetheless, the Executive Branch has never refused to enforce

a particular provision of Congress' immigration legislation on the ground that it

"interferes with the President's constitutional authority to conduct the Nation's
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foreign affairs" - which is the reason stated by President Bush for refusing to

enforce Section 214(d).

il.

SECTTON 214(d) DOES NOT TNFRTNGE UPON ANY EXCLUSTVE
PRESIDENTIAL POWER

The language of the Recognition Clause of the Constitution does not confer

any exclusive recognition authority on the President. It merely assigns to him the

ceremonial duty to receive foreign ambassadors. Review of the history of the

recognition power as exercised late into the Nineteenth Century establishes that

Congress and the President were viewed as equal partners in the recognition of

foreign govenìments. Presidents such as James Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Zachary

Taylor, and Abraham Lincoln believed that they were not free, without

Congressional approval (and surely not contrary to Congressional disapproval), to

accord official recognition to foreign governments. The leading treatises on the

United States Constitution expressed the same view. And an early Supreme Court

opinion implies that recognition of a foreign government was a shared

responsibility.

A. The "Receive Ambassadors Clause" I)oes Not Give the President

Exclusive Authority To Recognize Foreign Sovereigns.

Article II, Section 3 of the Constitution declares that the President "shall

receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers." The late Professor Louis Henkin
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noted that unlike the authority to appoint ambassadors, which is included among

"Presidential powers," the authority to receive foreign ambassadors "seems to be

couched rather as a duty, an 'assignment."'Louis Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the

United States Constitution 37-38 (2d ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1996) (1972).

In The Federalist No. 69, Alexander Hamilton characterized this Presidential

prerogative as "more a matter of dignity than of authority," and called it "a

circumstance which will be without consequence in the administration of the

government." He explained that the President was assigned this task so that it

would not be necessary to convene a house of Congress "upon every arrival of a

foreign minister, though it were merely to take the place of a departed

predecess ot." 2

Recent exhaustive studies of the original understanding of the Founding

Fathers have reached the conclusion that the "Receive Ambassadors Clause" was

not intended to confer on the President the authority to recognize foreign

sovereigns - and surely not the exclusive authority to do so. See David Gray Adler,

The President's Recognitíon Power, in The Constitution and the Conduct of

American Foreign Policy, 133-157 (Univ. of Kansas Press 1996); Robert J.

2Hamilton modif,red his views in 1793. David Gray Adler, The President's Recognition Power, in
The Constitution And The Conduct Of Amertcan Foreign Policy 133,144-146 (Univ. of Kansas
Press 1996). The Federalist discussion is, however, the best evidence of the original
understanding of the draftsmen of the Constitution.
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Reinstein, Recognition: A Case Study on the Original Understanding of Executive

Power,45 Univ. Rich. L. Rev. 801 (2011).

Professor Reinstein described his analysis of the "Receive Ambassadors

Clause" and the "Executive Vesting Clause" (Article II, Section 1) as focused "on

a question never before examined in the literature." As a result of his study he

reached the following conclusions: "[T]here is no originalist basis for the

proposition that a plenary recognition power was vested in the President." 45

Univ. Rich. L. Rev. at820. "There is no recorded evidence that any of the

participants in the drafting and ratifuing of the Constitution - Federalists and Anti-

Federalists alike - understood that any provision in the Constitution vested such a

power in the presidency, and certainly not a power that is plenary in nature." Id. at

862 (emphasis original).

B. Chief Justice John Marshall's Opinion for the Full Supreme Court

in 1818 and Later Supreme Court Decisions Have I)escribed Shared

(6Recognitiontt Authority.

Sitting by himself as a trial judge in a piracy case (United States v.

Hutchings,26F. Cas.440,442 (C.C.D. Va. 1817)), Chief Justice Marshall

observed that the court could not accord recognition to the government of Buenos

Ayres because "our executive had never recognized the independence of Buenos

Ayres." This was not, however, aruling that Congress lacked recognition
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authority. The following year the full Supreme Court decided United States v.

Palmer,16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) 610 (1818), another piracy prosecution. The Court's

certified holding in Palmer stated (16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) at 643 (emphasis added)):

fW]hen civil war rages in a foreign nation, one part of which separates
itself from the old established government, and erects itself into a
distinct government, the courts of the union must view such newly
constituted government as it is viewed by the legislative and executive
departments of the government of the United States.

Chief Justice Marshall observed in Palmer that the "delicate and difficult"

issues affecting recognition of a foreign government are "rather political than legal

in their character" andthat they "belong more properly to those who can declare

what the law shall be" than to the courts. 16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) at 634.

The Palmer forrnulation was re-affirmed by the Supreme Court in Jones v.

United States, 137 U.S. 202,212 (1890) (emphasis added):

Who is the sovereign, de jure or de facto, of a territory, is not a
judicial, but a political, question, the determination of which by the
legislative and executive departments of any government conclusively
binds the judges, as well as all other officers, citizens, and subjects of
that government.

In Oetjen v. Central Leather Co., 246 U.S. 297 ,302 (I918), competing

goverrìments of Mexico sought recognition in United States courts. The Supreme

Court said in Oetjen that "The conduct of foreign relations of our government is

committed by the Constitution to the executive and legislative -'the political' -
departments of the govemment. . . ." 246 U.S. at 302 (emphasis added).
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C. President Monroe Sought Congressional Approval of the

Recognition of Latin American Republics.

In 1816, the United Provinces of Rio de la Plata declared independence from

Spain. Uncertain whether he had the power to recognize the new republics,

Monroe asked his Cabinet whether the Executive possessed "power to

acknowledge the independence of new States whose independence has not been

acknowledged by the parent country, and between which parties awat actually

exists on that account?" James Monroe to the Members of the Cabinet (October 15,

1817), in 6 The Writings ofJames Monroe 31 (Stanislaus M. Hamilton ed. 1969).

In December 1817, Representative Henry Clay announced that he intended

to introduce a resolution moving the recognition of Buenos Ayres. Secretary of

State John Quincy Adams expressed his own view that the President's authority

was exclusive, but President Monroe disagreed. Clay proceeded to introduce a bill

that would have appropriated funds for a minister to be sent from the United States

to the de la Plataprovinces, but Clay's bill failed to pass. See Julius Goebel, The

Recognition Policy of the United States l2L-123 (1915); 32 Annals of Cong. 1468-

t46e (1818).

In 1819, American and Spanish negotiators signed atreaty in which Spain

ceded Florida to the United States. Although the Senate approved the treaty, Spain
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did not. The Spanish minister insisted that, as a condition for ratification, the

United States make a commitment not to recognize the new republics.

In April 1820, Clay renewed his motion to appropriate funds to send a

minister to the countries in Latin America that had established their independence.

This time, Clay's motion was passed in the House by a narrow vote. Goebel,

supra, at I3I-132;36 Annals of Cong. 178I-1782 (1820). It was not implemented,

however, because of concern over the fate of the Florida treaty. Samuel Flagg

Bemis, A Diplomatic History of the United States 200 (1936).

On February 22, 182I, Spain ratified the Florida treaty, thereby removing

the major political barrier to recognition of the new republics. Instead of

unilaterally recognizing them - as he could have done if he had agreed with John

Quincy Adams' view that he possessed this power exclusively - President Monroe

sent a message to Congress urging Congress to act jointly with him in granting

recognition because the republics had, defacto, secured their independence. To the

Senate and House of Representatives of the United States (March 8, 1822), in

Writings of James Monroe, supra, at 207-211. Congress then enacted legislation

appropriating $100,000 to fund diplomatic missions to the "independent nations of

the American continent." Bemis, supra, at200-20I.
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D. The Constitutional-Law Treatises of Both William Rawle and

Joseph Storv Described the Recognition Power As Shared bv Congress and

the President.

In 1825 and 1833 respectively, William Rawle and Joseph Story published

their authoritative treatises on the Constitution of the United States. Chapter 20 of

Rawle's '7 View of the Constitution" stated (William Rawle, ,,4 View of the

Constitution of the United States of Americq at96 (Philip H. Nicklin 2d ed. 1829)):

The power of receiving foreign ambassadors, carries with it among
other things, the right of judging in the case of a revolution in a
foreign country, whether the new rulers ought to be recognised. The
legislature indeed possesses a superior power, and may declare its
dissent from the executive recognition or refusal, but until that sense
is declared, the act of the executive is binding. The judicial power can
take no notice of a new govemment, till one or the other of those two
departments has acted on it.

Joseph Story's "Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States"

declared in Section 1560 (Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the

United States, $ 1560 (Boston 1833)):

If such recognition is made, it is conclusive upon the nation, unless
indeed it can be reversed by an act of congress repudiating it. If, on
the other hand, such recognition has been refused by the executive, it
is said, that congress may, notwithstanding, solemnly acknowledge
the sovereignty of the nation, or party.
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E. President Jackson "Acquiescedoo in Congress' Recognition of the

Republic of Texas.

The Republic of Texas was created in 1836 following a successful

revolution against Mexico. (Texas was not annexed by the United States until

1847.) Its leaders began demanding recognition from the United States as an

independent republic. Both Houses of Congress resolved that the independence of

Texas should be recognized "whenever satisfactory information shall be received

thatithas in successful operation a civil Government capable of performing the

duties and fulfilling the obligations of an independent Power." Cong. GIobe,24th

Cong., lst Sess. 453 (1836) (Senate resolution); H.R. Rep.No. 24-854, at 1 (1st

Sess. 1836) (House Resolution).

President Andrew Jackson then sent a message to Congress in which he

observed that it was unsettled which branch of government held the recognition

power. Message from the President of the United States Upon the Subject of the

Political, Military and Civil Condition of Texas, H.R. Doc. No. 24-35, at2 (2d

Sess.) (Decemb er 22, 1 836):

Nor has any delib erate inquiry ever been instituted in Congress, or in
any of our legislative bodies, as to whom belonged the power of
originally recognising a new state - a power, the exercise of which is
equivalent, under some circumstances, to a declaration of war - a
power nowhere expressly delegated, and only granted in the
constitution, as it necessarily involved in some of the great powers
given to Congress; in that given to the President and Senate to form
treaties with foreign powers, and to appoint ambassadors and other
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public ministers; and in that conferred upon the President to receive
ministers from foreign nations.

Jackson then said that it was unnecessary to resolve this constitutional issue

because the prudent course was for Congress and the Executive to work together.

He followed with his own opinion that the recognition of Texas was premature, but

if Congress disagreed, "I shall promptly and cordially unite with you." Id. at 4.

The House passed a resolution on February 28,1837, appropriating funds for

a diplomatic envoy to Texas whenever the President "may receive satisfactory

evidence that Texas is an independent power, and shall deem it expedient to

appoint such a minister." Cong. Globe, 24th Cong.,2nd Sess. 194 (1837). On the

following day, the Senate approved the appropriation of funds for a diplomat to be

sent to Texas and adopted a more strongly worded resolution (id. at 83, 214):

Resolved, That the State of Texas having established and
maintained an independent Government, capable of performing those
duties, foreign and domestic, which appertain to independent
Governments, and it appearing that there is no longer any reasonable
prospect of the successful prosecution of the war by Mexico against
said State, it is expedient and proper, and in perfect conformity with
the laws of nations, and the practice of this Government in like cases,
that the independent political existence of said State be acknowledged
by the Government of the United States.

On his last day in office, President Jackson completed the recognition of

Texas by reciting the resolutions passed by the House and Senate and concluding:

"Regarding these proceedings as a virtual decision of the question submitted by me

to Congress,I think it my duty to acquiesce thereín, and therefore I nominate Alcee
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La Branche, of Louisiana, to be charge d'affaires to the Republic of Texas."

Andrew Jackson, Message to the Senate (March 3,1837) (emphasis added), in 3

Andrew Jackson: A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, at

366 (James D. Richardson ed. 2004).

F. President Taylor Believed That His Power \Mas Limited To

Recommending to Congress Recoqnition of the Republic of Hungary.

A revolution seeking to replace Austria's monarchical rule with an

independent republic erupted in Hungary in 1848. Under instructions from

President Taylor, A. Dudley Mann was appointed as a special agent to Hungary.

Secretary of State Clayton wrote to Mann on June 18, 1849: "If it shall appear that

Hungary is able to maintain the independence she has declared, we desire to be the

very first to congratulate her, and to hail, with a hearty welcome her entrance into

the family of nations." Letter from Clayton to Mann (June 18, 1849), S. Exec. Doc.

No. 3l-43, at 3 (1850). Clayton's instructions to Mann, apparently approved by

President Taylor, continued with the following observations manifesting the

Executive Branch's view that Congress had the recognition power (id. at 5-6;

emphasis added):

Should the new government prove to be, in your opinion, firm and
stable, the President will cheerfully recommend to Congress, at their
next sessíon, the recognition of Hungary; and you might intimate, if
you should see fit, that the President would, in that event, be gratified
to receive a diplomat agent flom Hungary in the United States, by or
before the next meeting of Congress; and that he entertains no doubt
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whatever that, in case her new government should prove to be firm
and stable, her independence would be speedily recognized by that
enlightened body.

The Hungarian revolution failed, but this exchange leaves little doubtthat

President Taylor's administration viewed the recognition power as residing with

Congress, and not exclusively with the President.

G. President Lincoln Did Not Believe That He Could Independently

Recosnize Haiti and Liberia.

Because of the combustible issues of race and slavery, neither Haiti nor

Liberia was recognizedby the United States before the Civil War. In his first

message to Congress President Lincoln urged the recognition of both nations.

Lincoln's First Annual Message to Congress (Dec. 3, 1861), in 6 A Compilation of

Messages and Papers of the Presidents:

If any good reason exists why we should persevere longer in
withholding our recognition of the independence and sovereignty of
Hayti and Liberia, I am unable to discern it. Unwilling, however, to
inaugurate a novel policy in regard to them without the approbation of
Congress, I submit for your consideration the expediency of an
appropriation for maintaining a charge d'affaires near each of these
new States. It does not admit of doubt that important commercial
advantages might be secured by favorable treaties with them.

Congress then enacted a statute authorizing the President to appoint

diplomatic representatives to Haiti and Liberia. Cong. Globe, 32nd Cong. 2nd

Sess. 1814-1815 (April 24, 1862) (Senate); id. at 2536 (June 3, 1862) (House).
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This was followed by an exchange of diplomats and the negotiation of commercial

treaties with the two nations.

It is importarÍ to note what President Lincoln did not do. Notwithstanding

his personal views regarding the past non-recognition of Haiti and Liberia and the

racist reasons for their non-recognition status, he did not exercise any Presidential

"exclusive" power of recognition. Instead, he sought Congressional authorization

for recognition and the nomination of an American diplomatic representative.

H. President Georqe Washington Believed that the Law of Nations. Not

Authority Granted by the Constitution's Recognition Clause, Required Him

To Recognize the Revolutionary French Governments.

The very recent research of Professor Robert J. Reinstein into President

Washington's recognition of revolutionary French governments during the

Neutrality Crisis of 1792-1794 establishes that President Washington was acting

under compulsion of what was then believed to be the law of nations, and was not

exercising arTy discretionary recognition power. See Robert J. Reinstein, Executive

Power and the Law of Nations in the Washington Administration,46U. Rich. L.

Rev. 373 (2012). This was also the conclusion of Professor David Gray Adler in

The President's Recognitíon Power,inThe Constitution and the Conduct of

American toreign Policy 138-139 (David Gray Adler &.Larry N. George eds.,

1ee6).
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The Founding Fathers believed that the law of nations was part of the law of

the land, and that it was binding on the Executive and Judicial departments. The

Washington Administration and the federal courts drew the obligatory doctrines of

the law of nations from the treatises of Continental jurists, relying particularly on

the doctrines of Emmerich de Vattel.

One of Vattel's central doctrines was defacto recognition - i.e.,the

obligation of a nation to recognize any foreign government that is "in actual

possession" of the instruments of national power, regardless of how it gained

power or the form of the goverrìment it established. Refusal to recognize a defacto

government because of objection to its legitimacy was, according to Vattel, so

serious as to amount to a causus belli. 46U. Rich. L. Rev. at 4I4.

In a statement that had been pre-approved by President'Washington,3

Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson explained the decision to recognize one

revolutionary French government by invoking Vattel's mandatory doctrine of de

facto recognition. Jefferson to Gouvemeur Morris, Minister to France (March 12,

1793), in 25 The Papers of Thomas Jefferson 367 (John Catanzariti et al. eds.

1 995) (" Jeffers on P apers"):

'We surely cannot deny to any nation that right where on our own
govemment is founded, that every one may govern itself according to
whatever form it pleases, and change these forms at its own will: and

3 24 Thn Papers of Thomas Jefferson 804 (John Catanzaritiet al. ed. 1995).
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that it may transact its business with foreign nations through whatever
organ it thinks proper, whether king, convention, assembly,
committee, president or any thing else it may chuse. The will of the
nation is the only thing essential to be regarded.a

President Washington also expressed his disagreement with the revised

views of Alexander Hamilton regarding the "recognition power" as Hamilton

published them in 1793 under the pseudonym "Pacificus." He told Jefferson that he

was "certainly uneasy about those [doctrines] grasped by Pacificus." Jefferson to

Madison (Aug. 3,7793),26 Jefferson Papers 606.

L Congress Reiected President McKinlev's Assertion of Exclusive

Recognition Authority.

The government's arguments that the Executive Branch has always had

exclusive recognition authority rely principally on a misunderstanding of President

Washington's reasons for recognizing the revolutionary French government and

declarations made by the Executive Branch in 1896- 1 898 and in 1919. Brief for the

Respondent, Supreme Court No. 10-699, pp. 18-24. The government overlooks

Congress' own conflicting assertions of authority made during the McKinley

Administration by the Senate (29 Cong. Rec. 326,332 (1896)) and by both Houses

of Congress (31 Cong. Rec.3988 (1898)).

a Jefferson used virtually identical language in explaining the earlier recognition in a letter to
Thomas Pinckney, Minister to Great Britain. Jefferson to Pinckney (Dec. 30, 1792), in 24
Jefferson Papers 803. Chief Justice John Jay also took the position that recognition of the
French government and the exchange of diplomats were required by the law of nations. Jay to
Alexander Hamilton (Draft Neutrality Proclamation, April lI, 1793), in 14 The Pøpers of
Alexander Hqmilton 308-309 (Harold C. Syrett ed. 1969).
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When Cuba sought independence from Spain the resolution passed by the

Senate in 1898 declared that "the Government of the United States hereby

recognizes the Republic of Cuba as the true and lawful Government of that island."

31 Cong. Rec. 3993. That resolution - a unilateral recognition decision of the

Congress - refutes any suggestion that the 1898 Congress acquiesced in President

McKinley's assertion of exclusive recognition power. The resolution was adopted

by the Senate by a vote of 67-27.

J. Overbroad Statements in Supreme Court Opinions Regarding the

President's Recognition Authority Are Dicta.

Language in decisions like Nqtional City Bank v. Republic of China,348

U.S. 356, 358 (1955), and Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino,376 U.S. 398,

4I0 (1964), describe the recognition power as belonging to "the Executive." These

cases do not address whether the recognition power belongs to the President or to

the Congress. They relate to whether the Judiciary may decide recognition

questions.

We acknowledge that when there is no controversy, the President

unilaterally makes the recognition decision and appoints an ambassador. The issue

in this case concerns the less frequent instance in which the Congress disagrees

with the President. The history we have recited demonstrates that neither

Presidents before the late Nineteenth Century nor Congresses to this date have,
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when recognition is controversial, viewed the recognition power as committed

exclusively to the discretion of the Executive Branch.

The decisions of the Supreme Court that followed United States' recognition

of the Soviet Union did not concern the constitutionality of a Congressional

attempt to constrain the President's exercise of a recognition power. Hence

language in this Court's opinions that spoke of recognition as an "executive

function" (United Stqtes v. Pink,315 U.S. 203,230 (1942)) did not address cases

where there is a dispute between the President and Congress.

Just as there are dicta in Supreme Court opinions declaring that recognition

of foreign sovereigns is an Executive Branch function, there are dicta assigning

that task jointly to both Congress and the President. See Boumedienne v. Bush,553

U.5.723,753 (2008) ("[T]he Court has held that questions of sovereignty are for

the politícal branches to decide" (emphasis added)); Vermilyq-Brown Co. v.

Connell,335 U.S. 377,380 (1948) ("[T]he determination of sovereignty over an

area is for the legislative and executíve departments") (emphasis added)); Jones v.

United States, 137 U.S. 202,214 (1890) ("All courts ofjustice are bound to take

judicial notice of the territorial extent of the jurisdiction exercised by the

government whose laws they administer, or of its recognition or denial of the

sovereignty of a foreign power, as appearing from the public acts of the legislature

and executive. .. .") (.-phasis added)); Cherokee Nationv. Georgia,30 U.S. 1,
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46-47 (1831) ("[T]he existence of foreign states cannot be known to this court

judicially except by some act or recognition of the other departments of this

government.") (emphasis added)).

K. The 'oRecognition Power" Does Not Include a Power To Determine

Whether a Particular Citv Is Within the Borders of a Recognized Sovereign.

Whatever may be the extent of the President's authority to recognize foreign

sovereigns, that power does not make the President the final unreviewable arbiter

of the borders of a sovereign that has been recognized. The President is not the

exclusive governmental authority to decide whether a particular city or area is

within the borders of an officially recognized nation. Decisions of this Court have

indicated that both "political departments" - the Congress and the President - are

to be involved in determinations regarding the jurisdiction over a particular foreign

territory.

InJones v. United States,137 U.S. 202,212 (1890), the central issue was

whether the island of Navassa belonged to Haiti or had been "appertained" by the

United States. This Court looked, inter alia, to Congressional legislation. The

Court said: "'Who is the sovereign , de jure or de facto, of a territory is not a

judicial, but a political question, the determination of which by the legislative and

executive departments of any govemment conclusively binds the judges, as well as

all other officers, citizens and subjects of that government." (Emphasis added.)
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Similarly, in Pearcy v. Stranahan, 205 U.S. 257 (1907), in which the central

issue for customs duty purposes was Cuban jurisdiction over the Isle of Pines, this

Court considered "the action of both political departments" in reaching its

judgment.205 U.S. at 272 (emphasis added). Among the relevant considerations

was a Congressional statute (the "Platt Amendment") that had omitted the Isle of

Pines from Cuba' s "constitutional boundaries."

The Supreme Court's opinion inWilliams v. SuffolkIns. Co.,38 U.S.415,

420 (L839), on which the govemment places great reliance, declared only that the

President's determination regarding jurisdiction over the Falkland Islands was

"conclusive on the judicial department." It did not address the question presented

by this case - i.e.,the authority of Congress to legislate on this subject.

L. The Foreisn Affairs Manual Authorizes Citizens To Record Places

of Birth That Are Not 6úRecognized" Sovereigns.

The government has challenged Section 214(d) as interfering with the

President's authority to reco gnize foreign "sovereigns." But the FAM does not

limit authorized places of binh to "sovereigns" subject to recognition. The

government's argument might be credible if place-of-birth designations on

passports or CRBAs were, in fact, limited to sovereigns that the United States has

formally recognized. In that event, the place-of-birth designation could be viewed
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as part and parcel of a national policy that limits legal status to foreign nations that

have been formally recognized by the United States.

But the Department of State's actual administration of the place-of-birth

rules belies this justification. The applicable provisions of the Foreign Affairs

Manual authortze designating"GAZA STRIP" or "WEST BANK" as a place of

birth. JA 114. Neither the Gaza Strip nor the West Bank is a sovereign that the

United States has ever recognized.

Nor has "Palestine" ever been recognized as a sovereign by the United

States. Yet the Foreign Affairs Manual declares, "PALESTINE is the altemate

acceptable entry provided the applicant was born before 1948." JA lI4. These

illustrations demonstrate that the passport designation has nothing to do with any

authority to recognize foreign sovereigns or with whether certain sovereigns have

achieved recognition status.

ilr.

THE PRESIDENT DOES NOT HAVE
CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY TO OVERRIDE

CONGRE SS' FOREIGN.POLICY JUDGMENTS

A. Congress Has Constitutional Authoritv To Enact Laws That Affect

Foreisn Policy.

Justice Sutherland's celebrated and much-criticized dictum in United States

v. Curtiss-lVright Export Corp.,299 U.S. 304,319-320 (1936), is frequently cited
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to support the proposition that the President has "the very delicate, plenary and

exclusive power . . . as the sole organ of the federal government in the field of

international relations." In the Curtiss-lYright case, however, the President was

acting under a broad delegation of authority conferred by Congress. Indeed, Justice

Sutherland noted, "Practically every volume of the United States Statutes contains

one or more acts or joint resolutions of Congress authorizing action by the

President in respect of subjects affecting foreign relations, which either leave the

exercise of the power to his unrestricted judgment, or provide a standard far more

general than that which has always been considered requisite with regard to

domestic affairs." 299 U.S. at223.

When the President acts in the foreign-policy arenapursuant to

Congressional authorization, he may suspend provisions of an otherwise applicable

law. The Supreme Court cited the Curtiss-Wright opinion as authority for such a

holding. Republic of Iraq v. Beaty,556 U.S. 848, 856-857 (2009). In these

circumstances, Congress might "think it prudent to afford the President some

flexibility." Id. That principle does not apply, however, when the President acts

without Congressional authorization or, as in this case, contrary to Congress'

policy as expressed in a duly enacted law.

Professor Henkin's treatise on "Foreign Affairs and the United States

Constitution" notes that "in the competition for power in foreign relations,"
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Congress has an "impressive array of powers expressly enumerated in the

Constitution." Id. at 63-82. The view of the Congress on its foreign-policy powers

was expressed in an 1864 House Resolution. It declared that "Congress has a

Constitutional right to an authoritative voice in declaring and prescribing the

foreign policy of the United States . . . and it is the Constitutional duty of the

executive department to respect that policy, not less in diplomatic negotiations than

in the use of national forces when authoúzed by law . . . ." Cong. Globe, 38th

Cong., 2d Sess. 65-67, quoted in Henkin, op. cit. at77.

Notwithstanding the broad language in the Curtiss-Wright opinion, the

Supreme Court has never held that if the President's foreign-policy determination

conflicts with Congress', the President prevails. Dames & Moore v. Regan,453

U.S. 654 (1981); United States v. Pink,315 U.S. 203 (1942); and United States v.

Belmont,3Ol U.S. 324 (1937), sustained the foreign-policy authority of Presidents

to enter into executive agreements that affected the rights of individual Americans

without securing Congressional approval. But in none of these cases did Congress

explicitly disagree with the Executive Branch decision.

InAmerican Insurance Assocíationv. Garamendi,539 U.S. 396 (2003), the

Supreme Court heldthatfederal foreign-policy objectives can impliedly preempt

inconsistent state laws. Although the Garamendi majority opinion cited Justice

Sutherland's Curtiss-Wright decision and noted the "lead role in foreign policy"
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that the President occupies (539 U.S. at 414-415), it did not address the distribution

of foreign-policy authority between the President and the Congress.

Justice Jackson's concurring opinion in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v.

Sawyer,343 U.S. 579,634-55 (1952), has been adopted by the Supreme Court as

"the accepted framework for evaluating executive action in this [foreign-policy]

area." Medellin v. Texas,552 U.S. 491,524 (2008). That concurring opinion sets

out a "familiar tripartite scheme." Id. This case falls within Justice Jackson's third

category - "[w]hen the President takes measures incompatibte with the expressed

or implied will of Congress." 343 U.S. at 637.Hence "his power is at its lowest

ebb" and the President's "claim to a power at once so conclusive and preclusive

must be scrutinized with caution." 343 U.S. at 638. The State Department's bar

against designation of "Israel" on the passport or birth certificate of a Jerusalem-

born American citizen cannot withstand such scrutiny.

B. Section 214(d) Will Have Neelieible or Trivial Impact on American

Foreisn Policy.

The government was asked in discovery how implementation of Section

214(d) would cause "harm to the foreign policy of the United States." The

government's response to Interrogatory No. 5 stated that the statute would "adopt a

policy or practice that equated to officially recognizingJerusalem as a city located

within the sovereign state of Israel" and that this "would represent a dramatic
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reversal of the longstanding foreign policy of the United States for over half a

century, with severe adverse consequences for U.S. national security interests." JA

56. The response went on to state that "[t]he Palestinians would view any United

States change with respect to Jerusalem as an endorsement of Israel's claim to

Jerusalem and a rejection of their own." JA 59. The government asserted that

Congress' enactment of Section 214(d) "provoked strong reaction throughout the

Middle East," that "Palestinians from across the political spectrum strongly

condemned all four Jerusalem provisions under Section 2I4," and it cited various

"statements condemning the Law." JA59-60.

This response essentially asserts that the mistaken perceptionby

"Palestinians" and enemies of Israelthat American policy regarding Jerusalem has

been "dramatically reversed" justifies nullification of a Congressional enactment.

The obvious means of curing this misperception, however, is a public affirmation

by the Department of State that American policy regarding Jerusalem has not

changed, and that the law enacted by Congress only gives individuals born in

Jerusalem the right to describe themselves as born in "Israel." That was how the

State Department effectively responded to Congress' 1994 law regarding Taiwan,

and it can do the same once Section 2I4(d) is validated.

The government's stated rationale for viewing Section 214(d) as harmful to

American foreign policy is a self-fulfilling prophecy. Once the State Department
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has announced publicly that there will be "strong reaction" and condemnations by

Palestinians if its past practice - no matter how erroneous it may have been - is

abrogated, the implementation of Section2l4(d) inevitably results in protest and

condemnations from Palestinians. If this rationale is approved, any misguided State

Department policy can never be abrogated and must be retained forever if change

might generate protest.

In fact, the FAM grants Palestinian-American passport-holders great leeway

in selecting a place of birth for their own passports. Consular officers and

Department of State officials have been instructed, in virtually every instance other

than the case of Jerusalem-bom citizens, to apply the place-of-birth requirement

flexibly in order to accommodate the personal ideologies and sentiments of

passport-holders. See pp. 11-13, supra. Any Palestinian who objects to having

"Israel" in his or her passport may eradicate that country designation totally and

list only his or her city of birth. If born before 1948, the passport-holder may list

"Palestine" - a country that did not exist - in order to avoid having "Israel" in his

or her passport. Section 214(d) grants to Jerusalem-born American citizens who

have personal ideological reasons for wanting to see "Israel" on their passports a

legal right thatparallels the latitude that the current FAM provisions accord to

those who do not want their passports to say "Israel."
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There are currently approximately 100,000 American citizens whose

passports state that they were born in "Israel" because they were born in cities like

Tel Aviv, Haifa, or Beersheba - all of which have been recognized since 1948 as

being within Israel. The practical effect of implementing Section 214(d) is to add a

potential 50,000 Americans born in Jerusalem to those whose passports say

"Israel."

When a Jerusalem-born American crosses a border with a passport stating

that he was born in "Israel," he will be indistinguishable from similar U.S. citizens

bom in Tel Aviv or Haifa. No "severe adverse consequences for U.S. national

security interests" can possibly result from this additional number of American

citizens who are identified in an official document as born in "Israel."

Moreover, the history of the place-oÊbirth entry on a passport and the

explanation given by the government in deposition and in its response to discovery

demonstrate conclusively that the place-of-birth entry on a passport is designed not

for any foreign-policy purpose but only to identiS the passport-holder. See pp. 8-

11, supra. Like the passport-holder's photograph, date of birth, and the physical

characteristics that used to be listed on a passport, the place of birth has no foreign-

policy significance.

Surveys of foreign governments conducted by the Department of State in

1976-1977 and in 1986-1987 and a "Report to the Congress" provided by the
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General Accounting Office in August 1987 establish that the place-of-birth entry

on a passport is totally devoid of foreign-policy significance. JA I8I-204. Many

foreign governments have no objection to the total removal of "place of birth"

from United States passports. And no country has viewed this entry on a United

States passport as having any significance other than to aid in finding the passport-

holder.

C. There Has Been No Adverse Foreign-Policv Consequence from

ttClerical Errorst' and the Designation ttJerusalem. Israelt' in Offîcial

Documents of Other Executive Departments.

The govemment acknowledged in discovery that because of "clerical errors"

some United States passports and CRBAs speciSing "Israel" have been issued to

citizens born in Jerusalem. JA 64-66. No "severe adverse consequences" have

resulted from the "erroneous" governmental issuance of these documents. An

amicus curiqe brief filed in the Supreme Court by the ZionistOrganization of

America demonstrated that these "errors" continue to occur.

Nor is the prohibition applied to passports and CRBAs by the State

Department universal throughout the Executive Branch. The amicus curíae brief of

the Zionist Organization of America reported that in many Executive Branch

departments the designation "Jerusalem, Israel" appears. Identification of
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Jerusalem within Israel by Departments such as the Departments of Justice, State,

and Defense has not led to protests and condemnations by Palestinians.

D. No Harm to American Foreign Policv Resulted from the Virtually

Identical 1994 Law Directins That*Taiwan" Be a Permissible Place of Birth

Notwithstandins the President's Recosnition of China.

In 1994 Congress enacted Pub. L. No. 103-236. Section 132 (amended by

Pub. L. No. 103-415) directed that "Taiwan" be recorded, on request, as the place

of birth onpassports of American citizens born in Taiwan.By 1994 the United

States no longer recognized Taiwan as independent from China. The People's

Republic of China was officially deemed to be the sole legal government of the

areathat included Taiwan. Nonetheless, invoking the same legislative policy that

justified the enactment of Section 2I4(d) in 2002, Congress respected the personal

wishes of American citizens who identiff themselves by aplace of birth that varies

from the official recognition policy of the United States.

The government of the People's Republic of China had objected so

strenuously to designation of "Taiwan" on an American passport that it had, prior

to 1994, refused to endorse visas on passports that recorded "Taiwan" as the

passport-holder's place of birth. There was, therefore, substantial basis for

apprehension over the harmful consequences of an official policy that permitted

"Taiwan" to be recorded as a place of birth on a passport.
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Moreover, recording "Taiwan" on a U.S. passport was a more serious and

direct conflict with American foreign policy in 1994 than recording "Israel" after

1967. Neither the United States nor the People's Republic of China recognized the

existence of a sovereign known as "Taiwan," and endorsing that name on a United

States passport was an affront to China. On the other hand, Palestinians and the

Arab world know and recognize "Israel" as a sovereign nation. Hence the mere

appearance of that name on a passport violates no foreign-policy understanding.

Nonetheless, the Department of State acquiesced immediately when

Congress passed a law requiring it to record "Taiwan" as a permissible place of

birth. It cabled instructions directing compliance with the statute. JA 148-152,756-

163. The cabled instruction stated: "Although Taiwan may be listed as a place of

birth in passports, the United States does not recognize Taiwan as a foreign state.

The U.S. rccognizes the government of the People's Republic of China as the sole

legal goveffìment of China, and it acknowledges the Chinese position that there is

only one China and Taiwan is part of China." JA 15I, 154.

There is no meaningful difference between the 1994 experience with Taiwan

and the 2002 Congressional enactment of Section 214(d).If Taiwan could be

recorded on a passport because the passport-holder's personal wishes were enacted

into law by Congress, the same should hold true after the 2002 enactmentthat

prescribed recording "Israel" for any Jerusalem-born citizen who requests it. The
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Department of State can issue a formal policy declaration that will make it clear, as

it did when Congress enacted the Taiwan legislationin 1994, That United States'

foreign policy continues to accord special status to Jerusalem under which it is not

treated as being within Israel.

IV.

SECTTON 214(d) REMEDTES THE FAM'S
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
SUPPORTERS OF'ISRAEL

The terms of the Foreign Affairs Manual ("FAM") discriminate against

supporters of Israel who would like personally, or through their children, to be

identified with the State of Israel. Only with respect to "Palestine," "Israeli -
Occupied Areas," and "Jerusalem" does the FAM direct that the wishes of the

passport-holder be overridden by a purported national policy.

Individuals bom in Tel Aviv or Haifa after 1948 - when Israel was officially

recognized by President Truman - have the option of listing their city or town of

birth "if the applicant objects to showing the country having present sovereignty" -
i.e.,Israel. Hence the FAM authorizes acceding to the wishes of a passport-holder

who wants not to be identified with Israel, but the FAM does not make a similar

accommodation for those who support Israel.

With regard to "Israeli-Occupied Areas," the existing practice is absolutely

to prohibit, regardless of the passport-holder's wishes, any reference to Israel if the
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baby is born on the Golan Heights or on the West Bank. A "Note" to 7 FAM

1383.5-5 suggests solicitously that persons born before May 1948 in the West

Bank might prefer to have "Palestine" listed and those born after 1948 may prefer

to list their city of birth. JA ll4.

Jerusalem-born Americans who wish to identifii with Israel are denied the

option of recording "Israel" in their passports. No matter where in Jerusalem an

American citizenmay be born (including Western Jerusalem, which has been part

of Israel since 1948), he or she does not have the option given to American citizens

born in Tel Aviv or Haifa to choose whether to record the country or city of birth.

American citizens born after 1948 in"a location that was outside Jerusalem's

municipal limits [on May 14,1948] and was later annexed by the city" ffi&y, if they

choose, "enter the name of the location (area/city) as it was known prior to

annexation."

The current administration of the place-of-birth entry on a passport is biased

against one category of passport-holder - the American citizen born in Jerusalem

(or in other areas currently govemed by Israel) who views himself or herself (or

their children) as born in Israel. In September 2002 Congress rectified this

discrimination with the enactment of Section 214(d). That remedial measure

should be enforced.
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V.

THE PRESIDENT MAY NOT
EFFECTIVELY VETO A LAW

WITH A "SIGNING STATEMENT''

In2002, when Section 214(d) was enacted, President George W. Bush failed

to veto it. He signed the law although he expressed his opinion in a "Signing

Statement" that all of Section 2I4, if read as a mandate, was unconstitutional

because it "impermissibly interferes with the President's constitutional authority to

conduct the Nation's foreign affairs and to supervise the unitary executive branch."

JA 15.

The President had a constitutionally permissible course that he could have

followed if he disapproved of the duly enacted federal statute. He could have

vetoed the law. Instead of exercising a veto, President Bush chose to sign the law.

The Constitution explicitly provides, in painstaking detail, what a President

must do if he disapproves of a law enacted by both Houses of Congress. Article I,

Section 7, Clause 2 instructs the President to sign legislation if he "approves." The

Constitution goes on to direct what the President must do if he does not approve of

the legislation:

[H]e shall retum it, with his Objections to that House in which it shall
have originated, who shall enter the Objections at large on their
Joumal, and proceed to reconsider it.
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The Constitution specifies that "[i]f after such Reconsideration two thirds of

that House shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the

Objections, to the other House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if

approved by two thirds of that House, it shall become aLaw."

By signing the law containing Section 214(d) while simultaneously

announcing in a "Signing Statement" that he will not implement it because it

assertedly interferes with authority that resides exclusively with the President.

President Bush bypassed the constitutionally mandated procedure. His

"Objections" were not sent to the House of Representatives, the House had no

opportunity to consider them, and the Senate was given no possibility of

considering the President's views and expressing its agreement or disagreement

with a vote on overriding the veto.

The Supreme Court observed rn Immigrqtion and Naturalization Sertice v.

Chadha,462U.S.9l9,951 (1983), and againin Clinton v. City of New York, 524

U.S. 417,439-40 (1998), that the power to enact federal statutes may only "be

exercised in accord with a single, finely wrought and exhaustively considered

procedure" set out in Article I, Section 7, Clause 2 of the Constitution. The

President has no authority to vary from this procedure if he disapproves of

legislation and intends not to enforce it.
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The effect of President Bush's "Signing Statement" and consequent refusal

to enforce Section 2I4(d) is the same as the effect of the Line Item Veto Act that

the Supreme Court found unconstitutional in Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S.

4I7 (1998). It should be similarly invalidated, and the Secretary of State should be

directed to comply with the law that the President signed.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the District Court should be

reversed with instructions to enter summary judgment for the plaintiff and an order

directing the Secretary of State to enforce and implement Section 2I4(d).
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